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Key Highlights

 Indian users of digital platforms spend
between 20 -40 hours per week on
platform-based activities. The average
time spent on platforms for leisure and
work are 21.5 hours and 12.4 hours,
respectively
 The average estimate of time saved due
to platform use is 14 hours every week
 The average estimate of money saved
due to platform use is Rs. 401 every
week.
 The reported advantages from use of
online platforms are (i) less time spent,
(ii) less cost incurred (iii) more
customization in products and services
(iv) more choices (v) on-demand
availability and (vi) the ability to do
multiple tasks simultaneously.
 The reported disadvantages are (i)
disproportionate time spent on
activities, (ii) additional cost of online
subscriptions and (iii) fake news and
misinformation
 The estimated consumer surplus per
individual per month is Rs. 438.75,
translating into a collective annual
surplus of Rs. 3620 billion for India

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Platforms are an important part of what
is now called the third globalisation, a
new paradigm for globalisation itself.
They are driven by computable
algorithms that are different in function
and structure, provoking a profound
economic reorganization of markets,
work arrangements, and more
fundamentally value creation in the
economy. Platforms are not only
disrupting existing business models such
as retail and entertainment, but they
have also become a channel for entirely
new activities such as social media. The
multidimensionality of platforms is
reflected in how it has been labelled the
creative economy, the gig economy, the
sharing economy, the networked
economy, on-demand economy, etc.
However, none of these accurately sum
up the digital platform phenomenon.
Companies driving this trend include
start-ups, internet giants as well as those
belonging to traditional industries that

are now embracing the digital
ecosystem. Indians now download more
apps than residents of any other country.
It is also home to over 350 million social
media users. The average Indian spends
17 hours on social media platforms each
week, more than users in China and the
United States. ‘Digital media and
Entertainment’ is another fast growing
sector, with an estimated market size of
USD 23.34 billion in March 2019. Ecommerce revenue is also estimated to
be growing by more than 25 to 30
percent.
MEASURING THE IMPACT OF
DIGITAL PLATFORMS
Consumers rarely spend additional
money to use free services offered by a
majority of digital platforms. To address

this gap between measurement and
value, emerging literature considers
time spent on the internet to quantify
the value of digital services. This is now
referred to as the “The Attention
Economy”. Recent studies use micro
data on consumer demand to estimate
welfare that such goods bring to the
consumer.). In some of the earlier
approaches to value the internet using
time spent, Goolsbee and Klenow
(2006) provided a simple model in
which both expenditure and time
contributed to consumption of the
internet estimates consumer gains.
Their model found that consumer gains
from the internet could be more than
$3000 per year for the median person.
A new framework adopted by
Brynjolfsson and Joo Hee Oh (2012)
extend the time and money-based
model to incorporate multiple products
with varying degrees of
substitutability. The model also
incorporates data on quality
improvements of internet and estimate
not only the opportunity cost of time
but also the value of time saved due to
quality improvements. In this report we
estimate consumer surplus using the
data of 1874 individuals across 11
Indian cities. The survey recorded time

spent on online platforms in terms of
the number of hours spent weekly, for
leisure and work across 17 different
platform categories. Most respondents
reported spending between 20 – 40
hours per week on platform-based
activities. The mean and median values
for total number of hours spent on
platforms are 33.9 hours and 31.3
hours respectively. The mean value for
reported number of hours spent on
platforms for leisure and work are 21.5
hours and 12.4 hours, respectively. In
terms of platform categories, Search
Services, Email, Instant Messaging, Social
Media, E-Commerce, Fintech and Gaming
were the most popular categories, with
more than 60 percent of the sample
reporting the use of these platforms.
The reported benefits of platform use
were (i) decrease in costs (ii) decrease
in time spent and (iii) and overall value
derived including efficiency, timeliness,
quality, etc. In categories where some
of these gains were reportedly higher
included transport and navigation, video
conferencing e-commerce, e-mail, and
media & entertainment. The time and
cost savings from the use of digital
platforms as reported by respondents
is summarised is Table 2.1. The average

time savings on account of platforms
every week is 14 hours and the
average overall money saved per week
is Rs. 401.
The analysis borrows from Goolsbee
and Klenow’s simple utility model to
compute the consumer surplus from
platform access in India. For the
purpose of estimation, we consider
only leisure time spent on platforms.
The surplus is estimated at 1.17
percent of full income, i.e., income plus
value of leisure time. In absolute terms
the surplus is Rs. 438.75 per individual
per month. Converting this to an
annual surplus with an estimated user
base of 687.62 million platform users,
this could mean a collective annual
surplus of Rs. 3620 billion for India, at
the upper end. At current exchange
rates this would amount to USD 47
billion. A WIK report in 2017,
estimated the per capita surplus from
the use of interactive digital
communication platforms in India to be
US $74. Our study reports a surplus of
US$ 68.45 from the collective use of all
platforms, though undeniably
communications generate a large part
of the surplus.
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Figure 1: Sample Distribution of Average Time Spent Weekly on Leisure and Work across 17 Platform Categories

Table 1: Weekly Time and Cost Savings
Weekly Cost Savings (in Rupees)
Measure

Weekly Time
Savings (in hours)
Overall

Discounts/
Cashbacks

Leisure/ Nonwork related

Work related

Other sources

Range

68

2650

690

1180

910

450

Average

14

401

82

201

102

16

Median

10

200

40

110

0

0

Inter-quartile Range

14

550

120

280

150

10

Source: Based on data collected in the consumer survey for this report.

A case study analysis complementing
the survey finds that digital platforms
have made considerable inroads into
business processes and service
delivery. Using the VISOR (value
proposition, interface, service
platforms, organising model and
revenue model, the report illustrates
the nature of digital business models
across five sectors in India – online
retail, social media and
communications, media and
entertainment, on-demand mobility
and digital payments. There is
consensus on the benefits of
disintermediation as well as the
efficiency enhancing role of digital
platforms. There is also a tabulation
of the impact of digital platforms on
the overall ecosystem, platform users
and the traditional industry. Sectors
such as online retail and digital
payments have played a huge role in
digitization and modernization of
traditional businesses. They have
created new opportunities for
livelihoods, especially in online retail
and social media. While most sectors
appear dominated by two or three
big players, there is a continuous
cycle of innovation that emerge from
changing consumer preferences or
untapped market potential. Despite

the presence of big players, new
entrants can carve out a niche in the
market. Online retail and social media
provide several examples. With
respect to benefits for consumers,
the findings are an absolute match to
the results of the survey.
It is hard to deny the value created by
digital platforms, though in part, it
comes at the cost of disrupting
traditional businesses. Traditional
businesses that have not upgraded or
integrated, find the onslaught of
digital platforms difficult to survive.
There are also relatively resilient
components within the traditional
business that have been less affected
by digital platforms, at least so far.
Good examples would be the market
for rented luxury cars, sale of drugs
for acute illnesses, TV viewing, etc.
There is no doubt that the online and
physical components of most of these
sectors are likely to coexist. Though
the equilibrium is hard to predict at
this point. As is the case for most
industries, innovation and growth are
closely tied to government policy.
The government’s huge push towards
digitization has helped trigger this
growth, though its sustained benefits

to the economy will require some
oversight.
REGULATORY CHALLENGES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The rise of digital platforms has
raised regulatory concerns, globally.
The ambiguity around a precise
definition of digital platforms is
perhaps the most jarring of all
concerns, paralysing any questions
around what to regulate. However,
through the lens of law, there are
three primary concerns - (i) privacy/
data protection (ii) consumer
protection and (iii) competition/
antitrust. Besides these, platforms
also raise concern with regard to the
spread of fake news and
misinformation on social media
platforms. Ongoing efforts by
companies as well as the government
stand insufficient to counter this
problem. With the rise in online retail,
sale of counterfeit goods has found
new avenues to reach consumers.
This is despite efforts from
companies to check proliferation of
fake products through their digital
platforms. Finally, the platform
economy has created a new class of

gig workers that do not necessarily fall
within the classic employment
categories. The government is working
towards creating safeguards for the
employment of gig workers who may
be subject to inadvertent
vulnerabilities, given the contractual
nature of their employment. New
thinking around each of these issues is
under way. However, from our review
of existing regulatory issues and their
institutionalised mitigation, it might
suffice to say that self-correction in
digital markets is a myth, but
overregulation can also be harmful. For
the percolation of benefits accruing
from the platform economy, an
approach that combines ex-ante

monitoring through a set of predefined
guidelines and ex-post enforcement on
a case-by-case basis, along with the
overall strengthening of laws and
regulatory institutions, will create a
welfare enhancing ecosystem for the
long run.
***
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